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Abstract—When configuring a software product line, finding a good trade-off between multiple orthogonal quality concerns is a challenging multi-objective optimisation problem. State-of-the-art solutions based on search-based techniques create invalid configurations in intermediate steps, requiring additional repair actions that reduce the efficiency of the search. In this work, we introduce consistency-preserving configuration operators (CPCOs)—genetic operators that maintain valid configurations throughout the entire search. CPCOs bundle coherent sets of changes: the activation or deactivation of a particular feature together with other (de)activations that are needed to preserve validity. In our evaluation, our instantiation of the IBEA algorithm with CPCOs outperforms two state-of-the-art tools for optimal product line configuration in terms of both speed and solution quality. The improvements are especially pronounced in large product lines with thousands of features.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Software Product Lines (SPL) aim to capture a range of related software products by dividing them into features and giving an explicit model of how features can be combined to form valid products [1]. Such a feature model [2] captures features as well as constraints about which features must be part of every product, which features are mutually exclusive, or which features require other features to also be part of the same product. A feature model, thus, can easily describe a very large set of products. Extended feature models [3], which annotate features with additional quantitative information, ask for configurations that are not only valid, but also optimal with regard to a set of non-functional attributes, for example, maximizing performance and minimizing energy consumption. Since each feature contributes to multiple, orthogonal objectives, the resulting search spaces are complex with many local optima, rendering the problem NP-complete [4].

Optimization for configurable software is a widely-studied activity [5] and automated optimal configuration has been studied for 15 years now [6]. Recent experimental evaluations show that the most scalable approaches are search-based ones that rely on metaheuristic algorithms, specifically, the genetic algorithm IBEA [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Solutions typically encode feature selection information into a binary genotype and use standard genetic operators for mutation and crossover [4, 6, 7]. They also support multi-objective optimisation, which is useful for supporting extended feature models with multiple orthogonal objectives.

The standard genetic operators currently used tend to create invalid configurations, which need to be repaired during the search. For example, MODAGAME [8] includes a dedicated “fix” operator, and SATIBEA [11] introduces an additional mutation operator for repairing violations. This has two main drawbacks: First, computing a repair action during the search can be costly and impair the search performance. Second, when the repair is not linked to a particular change that introduced the violation, it becomes somewhat arbitrary, thus potentially steering the search into some non-optimal direction.

In this paper, we explore the idea that significant improvements can be achieved if the search never produces invalid solutions by design, removing the need for any form of repair during the search. No previous work has investigated this: it requires a method for ensuring validity when applying the genetic operators, which was previously not available.

We propose the concept of consistency-preserving configuration operators (CPCOs) for automated optimal configuration. A CPCO is a mutation operator that bundles coherent sets of changes, specifically, the activation or deactivation of a particular feature with other changes that are needed to preserve validity. CPCOs address the drawbacks of repair-based approaches as follows: First, the need to compute repair steps during search runs is removed; the operator suite is generated “offline” before the search. Second, since CPCOs encode minimal sets of changes required to preserve validity, they allow to explore the search space in a systematic way. As a further benefit, we can naturally define a crossover operator, by splicing together parts of the sequences of CPCO applications that led to the two parent solutions.

Implementing the generation of CPCOs naively leads to scalability issues as it requires searching through a substantial space of possible repair actions, which grows...
very quickly in the size of the underlying feature model. We introduce an efficient algorithm for encoding CPCOs as variability-based transformation rules [12], which can represent multiple operators in a single compact rule. The algorithm and encoding allow us to build on the substantial advances made in SAT solving to help address the scalability challenge underlying CPCO generation.

Our experimental evaluation shows that CPCOs lead to highly efficient search operators for automated optimal configuration, in two dimensions: First, we find significant improvements in the quality of the obtained solutions compared to the state of the art. Second, we find improvements in the execution time of optimisation runs when they are executed with generated CPCOs. The offline CPCO generation adds a performance overhead, whose effect on the overall execution time depends on the application scenario: In “one-shot” scenarios where CPCOs are used only once, the overall total execution time can become higher than with conventional approaches, whereas the overhead becomes less important in dynamic scenarios. For example, in dynamic scenarios where the monitoring of quality attributes over time can trigger periodic re-configurations based on new optimisation runs, CPCOs can be reused at no extra cost.

We make the following contributions:

1) We introduce CPCOs, bundling coherent sets of changes that are required to preserve configuration validity.

2) We introduce an efficient algorithm for generating CPCOs, as a naïve implementation of the formal procedure would not be scalable.

3) We formally prove the soundness of the CPCO suite defined by the algorithm. In other words, CPCOs always lead to valid configuration changes.

4) We present a new tool based on our concepts called aCaPuCO [13], implementing the IBEA algorithm with mutation and crossover operators that apply CPCOs to a binary vector-based encoding of configurations. CPCOs are represented as transformation rules in the model transformation language Henshin [14].

5) We evaluate our technique on ten standard benchmark feature models, comparing the performance of aCaPuCO against two state-of-the-art tools. This evaluation shows that our CPCOs support a more efficient search, producing better solutions in faster time than state-of-the-art tools. This observation is even more pronounced for larger feature models with thousands of features. Our evaluation artifacts are available online [13].

To the best of our knowledge, the only work that has previously explored search-based optimal feature configuration with only valid solutions is Guo et al. [10]. They explore validity preservation by adjusting the rate with which SAT solver solution repair, including a parameterisation in which every violation is repaired. Their results suggest that using distinct repair steps based on SAT solving does not generally improve search performance. We speculate that this is because invalid solutions are fixed without reference to the mutation or crossover that created the solution. As a result, it is possible that a repair may undo beneficial changes and may lead to large parts of the search space remaining unexplored. In contrast, in this paper we explore the use of SPL-specific mutation operators (the CPCOs), which combine a mutation with the corresponding repair so that invalid solutions are never created in the first place. CPCOs also ensure that the repair does not directly undo the intended change in feature activation.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: We first introduce CPCOs in the context of an example in Sect. 2 before describing a naïve algorithm for CPCO generation in Sect. 3. Section 4 presents an efficient algorithm for generating CPCOs. Section 5 explains how they can be used in the context of evolutionary search for optimal feature-model configuration, and introduces our tool that implements this idea. Section 6 describes our evaluation, including a discussion of the results and their validity. We discuss related work and conclude in Sect. 7 and 8.

## 2 CPCOs by Example

### Extended feature models and configurations

Feature models [2] allow specifying the variant space of a variant-rich system in a hierarchical form, graphically commonly represented as a feature diagram. A feature model comprises a set of features and various relations, such as parent-to-child, alternative groups, and exclusion between features. Each possible variant of the system arises from one configuration of the feature model, that is, a subset of its features. The features in the subset are called active in the given configuration.

The feature diagram in Fig. 1 represents the MobileMedia SPL, a standard example for variability-rich systems [15]. MobileMedia is the root feature and has three mandatory children, of which MediaSelection is an “or” group, ScreenSize is an “xor” group, and MediaManagement has three optional children. The implication cross-tree constraint at the bottom represents a requires relationship exposing the need of selecting CopyMedia when SMSTransfer is selected. An example for a valid configuration is \( c_1 = \{\text{MobileMedia}, \text{MediaSelection}, \text{Music}, \text{MediaManagement}, \text{ScreenSize}, \text{Screen3}\}. Adding Screen1 to \( c_1 \) leads to an invalid configuration, because having two active children of the same “xor” group violates an underlying validity constraint of feature models.

### Optimal configuration

In extended feature models [3], features are augmented with attributes specifying the features’ contributions to non-functional attributes. For example, consider that each feature in Fig. 1 is annotated with two attributes:

- a cost, specified as a non-negative integer value, and
- a benefit, specified as a real number between 0 and 10.

Optimal configuration is a multi-objective problem with several objective functions, formulated over the quality attributes (e.g., maximal benefit, minimal cost). Solutions are Pareto fronts of non-dominated solutions. A solution is non-dominated if there is no other solution at least as good in all objectives and better in at least one objective.
Automated configuration is an NP-complete problem \(^1\) with complex fitness landscapes. Available approaches to this problem \(^1\), \(^6\), \(^7\) rely on conventional genetic encodings which are manipulated with standard operators. For example, configurations of MobileMedia can be represented by a bit vector of length 22, where each element represents the status of a particular feature. A standard mutation involves the toggling of a random element. In general, toggling a random element—e.g., deactivating Screen3 in \(c_1\)—leads to an invalid solution that needs to be repaired. Computing the repair can be computationally expensive and, depending on the repair strategy, lead to certain regions of the search space being neglected. Both factors can limit the efficiency of the search.

### Consistency-preserving configuration operators (CPCOs).

To avoid these issues, we introduce CPCOs. These bundle coherent sets of changes: the activation or deactivation of a particular feature and other changes that are required to retain validity. In general, each CPCO supports multiple different sets of changes. For example, in response to deactivating Screen3, either Screen1 or Screen2 can be activated. Executing a CPCO involves randomly selecting one of these change sets. In contrast to a conventional mutation operator, each possible selection leads to a valid solution.

We define CPCOs using Henshin \(^14\), a rule-based model transformation language. Our reason for using Henshin is twofold: (i) it facilitates the inspection of CPCOs in a visual syntax; (ii) it provides natural support for rule variants (discussed later). In Henshin, changes to an input model (in our case, a configuration) are expressed as graphical rules over a given metamodel (in our case, a configuration metamodel). We generate this metamodel automatically for the feature model. The metamodel has a singleton metaclass for each feature with a single Boolean attribute \texttt{active} representing the activation status of the feature.

For example, Fig. 2 shows two rules specifying CPCOs for MobileMedia. Each rule contains a set of labeled nodes and edges, where labels represent a type (e.g., \texttt{SMSTransfer}) and an action (e.g., \texttt{preserve}). Nodes have attributes, which have a type, an action (e.g., \texttt{set}), and a value. Rule \texttt{Act.SMSTransfer} activates the feature \texttt{SMSTransfer}, which necessarily includes the activation of its mandatory children \texttt{ReceivePhoto} and \texttt{SendPhoto}, and, due to the cross-tree constraint, feature \texttt{CopyMedia}. Therefore, the value of the attribute \texttt{active} of these features is set to true. The two used attribute notations specify that the \texttt{SMSTransfer} feature needs to be inactive for the rule to be applicable, whereas the other features are allowed to be already active.

Recall that most CPCOs encapsulate multiple possible repairs, leading to several CPCO variants. To avoid having many, largely redundant rules, we use a Henshin concept called \textit{variability-based (VB) rules} \(^12\). VB rules are a compact, single-copy representation of several similar “flat” rules. Elements of a VB rule are annotated with presence conditions (PCs) over a rule-specific feature model. A PC is a propositional formula, specifying a condition under which the annotated element is present. To derive the encoded flat rules, the feature model VB rule is \texttt{configured}; that is, each feature is bound to \texttt{true} or \texttt{false}, and elements whose PC evaluates to \texttt{false} are removed.

Rule \texttt{De.Screen3} in Fig. 2 shows an example of a VB rule that captures all the different options for repairing a deactivation of feature \texttt{Screen3}. The rule-specific feature model is shown in the top-right corner of the rule. Note that it is significantly simpler than the original \texttt{MobileMedia} feature model. It only contains an, always active, \texttt{root} feature and two optional features labelled \texttt{Screen1} and \texttt{Screen2}. In addition, there is a cross-tree constraint specifying that either \texttt{Screen1} or \texttt{Screen2} must be selected. The rule explicitly sets the status of \texttt{Screen3} from active to inactive. In addition, depending on the configuration of the rule-specific feature model, the rule ensures exactly one of \texttt{Screen1} and \texttt{Screen2} is activated instead. Figure 3 shows the two regular “flat” rules (a.k.a. CPCO variants) that can be derived from the \texttt{De.Screen3} VB rule, corresponding to the two valid configurations of the rule-specific feature model.

Note that CPCOs and their generation do not refer to the attributes from the input feature model. CPCOs are to be executed within mutation and crossover operators of a genetic algorithm (see Sect. 3). The attribute values are considered by the \textit{selection} operator of that algorithm. This leads to a key advantage of CPCOs: when the attribute values change, generated CPCOs can be reused at no extra cost.

### 3 Generating CPCOs: Background, Principles and Naïve Generation Procedure

In this section, we explore the automated generation of consistency-preserving configuration operators (CPCOs). First we present background and assumptions on feature models and the considered constraints. Then we present and illustrate a procedure for generating CPCOs naïvely, which does not yet scale to large feature models—an issue we address later in this paper.

1. In general, Henshin supports additional actions such as \texttt{delete} and \texttt{create} for expressing more complex transformations.
2. The included constraint could have been expressed by an xor-group in the rule-specific feature model. We are showing it as a separate constraint in line with the structure of VB rules our rule-generation algorithm (described in Sect. 4) actually produces.
3.1 Background and assumptions

We start by defining the notion of feature model addressed by our CPCO generation procedure, including a feature hierarchy and cross-tree constraints. Graphically, these concepts are typically represented in feature diagrams [1].

**Definition 1** (Feature model, Configuration). A feature model $fm$ is a set of literals called “features” with a strict partial order defining a parent–child relation over the features. There exists one feature that does not have a parent and is, therefore, called the “root” feature. Child features can be mandatory or optional. Features can be group features, specifically, “or” and “xor” groups; then they must have at least two children. In addition, a feature model may define cross-tree constraints capturing further “requires” or “excludes” relationships between features.

Let a feature model $fm$ be given. A configuration $c$ is a subset of $fm$’s features. Given a configuration $c$, a feature $f$ is active iff $f \in c$. A configuration $c$ is called valid if for all pairs of features $f, g \in fm$, the following constraints are fulfilled:

1. **CMAND**: If $g$ is a mandatory child of $f$ and $f \in c, g \in c$.
2. **CPAR**: If $g$ is the parent of $f$ and $f \in c, g \in c$.
3. **CREQ**: If $f$ requires $g$ and $f \in c, g \in c$.
4. **CEXCL**: If $f$ excludes $g$ and $f \in c, g \notin c$.
5. **COR**: If $f$ is an “or” group and $f \in c$, at least one of $f$’s children is active.
6. **CXOR**: If $f$ is an “xor” group and $f \in c$, exactly one of $f$’s children is active.
7. **CROOT**: If $f$ is the root feature of $fm$, $f \in c$.

Fig. [1] shows an example feature model. The discussion at the start of Sect. 2 gives examples of valid configurations for this feature model.

A feature $f$ is either a core feature (i.e., every valid configuration includes $f$), a dead one (i.e., no valid configuration includes $f$), or a real-optional one (i.e., there exist valid configurations $c1, c2$ s.t. $f \in c1, f \notin c2$; aka, variant features [16]). The classification of a feature into core, real-optional, or dead might not necessarily align with whether the feature is an optional child of its parent feature. For example, SetFavourites is a mandatory child, but real-optional, since its parent is not mandatory.

A feature model is called satisfiable iff there is at least one valid configuration for it.

We assume that the feature model is satisfiable, that it does not contain dead features, and that core and real-optional features have been computed. This can be established with available tool support [17] with help of SAT solvers, which are known to be efficient for problem instances in the size of feature models in practice. Satisfiability analysis can be formulated as one SAT solver call per feature model. The other analyses lead to one SAT solver call per feature [1].

3.2 Principle-based generation procedure

In the following, we will use the term ‘feature decision’ to refer to an individual decision about the activation or deactivation of a specific feature.

We present a naïve procedure for generating a CPCO for a given feature decision. To generate a full CPCO suite for a given feature model, we apply this procedure to each possible feature decision for a real-optional feature. That is, we generate two CPCOs for each real-optional feature: one for its activation and one for its deactivation.

Our procedure is based on a notion of principles, which are applied recursively, as long as one of them is applicable, starting from the given feature decision. A principle formulates a set of actions to be performed in response to a previous feature decision. Each action avoids that a constraint violation (see constraints 1–7) arises. Since a considered feature decision can be either an activation or deactivation, we formulate a set of activation and deactivation principles:

**Activation principles.** Given a feature $f$ to be activated:

1. **ACTMAND**: Activate all mandatory children of $f$.
2. **ACTPAR**: If $g$ is $f$’s parent feature and $g$ is not a core feature, activate $g$.
3. **ACTREQ**: If $f$ requires another feature $g$ (via a requires relation) and $g$ is not a core feature, activate $g$.
4. **ACTGROUP**: If $f$ is an “or” or “xor” group, activate one of $f$’s children.
5. **ACTXOR**: If $f$ is a feature in an “xor” group, deactivate all of $f$’s siblings.
6. **ACTEXC**: If $f$ excludes or is excluded by a feature $g$, deactivate $g$.

**Deactivation principles.** Given a feature $f$ to be deactivated:

1. **DECHILD**: If $f$ has a non-empty set of active children $G$ (including group members, optional, and mandatory children), deactivate each child in $G$.
2. **DEXOR**: If $f$ is a feature in an “xor” group, deactivate one of $f$’s siblings or deactivate $f$’s parent unless it is core.
3. **DEOR**: If $f$ is a feature in an “or” group, activate one of $f$’s siblings or deactivate $f$’s parent unless it is core.
4. **DEPARENT**: If $f$ is a mandatory feature, deactivate $f$’s parent.
5. **DEREQ**: If a feature $g$ requires $f$ (via requires relation), deactivate $g$.

In general, a CPCO can consist of several variants that arise from multiple ways of applying a particular principle (e.g., multiple siblings to choose from or deactivating the parent in DEXOR). Therefore, the output of the generation procedure is a collection of variants. Executing the generated CPCO involves randomly picking and applying one variant. To produce all variants, the recursion is branched: each way of addressing a principle is explored in a new call of the recursive procedure. When a branch ends (i.e., no further principle applications possible), the result is added to the collection of produced variants.

Consider the generation of the CPCO Act_SMSTransfer from Fig. 2. The initial solution contains only the activation node for SMSTransfer. During successive, recursive calls, the ACTMAND and ACTREQ principles are applied, leading to partial and eventually full solutions that incorporate activation nodes for ReceivePhoto, SendPhoto, and CopyMedia.

Let us consider a CPCO with multiple variants. When generating De_Screen3, there are two possible ways of implementing principle DEXOR: we can activate either Screen1 or Screen2. To ensure completeness, we fork the generation process and generate two separate rules, one of them leading to the activation of Screen1, the other to the activation of Screen2. These rules are equivalent to those shown in Fig. 3.

If multiple groups and cross-tree constraints are involved, combinatorial effects quickly make this approach infeasible.
for large feature models. For example, for 2 alternative groups $f, g$ that each have 100 leaf children, the activation operator for $f$ comprises $100^2$ variants if $f$ requires $g$. In the next section, we present an efficient generation algorithm that relies on the (de)activation principles, but addresses the problems highlighted here.

4 Efficiently Generating CPCOs

Generating CPCOs for realistic feature models becomes challenging quickly:

1) Applying one of the (de)activation principles creates new feature decisions, requiring recursive application of the principles. This can lead to potentially long sequences of feature decisions. Due to cyclic dependencies, a naïve generation approach might not terminate.

2) Application principles like ACTGROUP or DEOR offer alternative options for repair. As the number of feature groups grows, the number of repair options multiplies.

It may, therefore, not always be possible in practice to generate complete CPCOs that encode all possible variants of sustaining consistency in response to a given feature decision. Moreover, explicitly enumerating even a subset of variants may be inefficient. In this section, we present an efficient technique for representing and generating a CPCO for a given feature decision. We aim to generate ‘minimal’ CPCOs capturing minimal configuration changes required to ensure consistency of the configuration.

Our solution relies on the set of principles of feature activation and deactivation introduced in Sect. 3. In addition, three key ideas underlie our solution:

1) To efficiently compute the dependencies between all feature decisions for a given feature model, avoiding the need to encode each possible path individually, we introduce the new concept of a feature-activation diagram;

2) To minimise the size of the generated operators, we compactly encode CPCOs as VB rules (cf. Sect. 2, [12]);

3) To generate VB rules encoding a minimal CPCO for each feature decision, we efficiently analyse sub-diagrams of feature-activation diagrams.

Figure 4 gives an overview of the overall algorithm as an activity diagram. We will discuss the various steps in more detail below, starting with the notion of feature-activation diagrams and how they can be computed.

4.1 Feature-activation diagrams

A feature-activation diagram is a compact representation of all the implications of every feature decision for a given feature model. These diagrams allow us to encode, in a graph, many often overlapping repair paths. The graph grows linearly with the number of real-optional features. Analysing feature-activation diagrams can efficiently produce CPCOs encoded as variability-based rules.

Definition 2 (Feature-activation diagram). A feature-activation diagram is a directed graph where the vertices are either: 1) feature decisions, or 2) or-nodes introducing alternative repairs. The edges of a feature-activation diagram indicate direct consequences of a given feature decision. Edges from feature decisions can lead to any kind of vertex. Edges from or-nodes can lead to feature decisions only.

A complete feature-activation diagram for a given feature model contains exactly $2N$ feature decisions, where $N$ is the number of real-optional features in the feature model. Figure 5 shows an example feature-activation diagram for a simple feature model. For example, the diagram shows that deactivating feature $F1$ requires the deactivation of features $F2$ and $F3$. Deactivating $F2$ requires either the deactivation of feature $F1$ or the activation of feature $F3$ and so on.

For a given feature decision, all feature decisions that can be reached on a path describe one possible way of ensuring a consistent configuration as a result of the given feature decision. Multiple edges from a feature decision indicate that all vertices reachable in this way must be
part of the path. Edges from an or-node indicate that only one of the consequences needs to be part of the path. As a result, or-nodes induce multiple valid paths through a feature-activation diagram. In Fig. 3, two example paths for F1+ are shown with the green and orange dashed arrows, respectively. The green path indicates that one way of legally deactivating F1 is to also deactivate both F2 and F3 (and, as a transitive consequence, F1 again). The orange path also indicates this, but states that there is the option to attempt to make the deactivation of F3 legal by activating both F2 and F1 (and further consequences from this, which we are not showing here explicitly).

Clearly, this path contains contradictory decisions about the activation and deactivation of features. We will not remove such paths from the feature activation diagram, because this would require explicitly exploring every possible path. Instead, we will later (cf. Sect. 4.2) add constraints that ensure only consistent paths can be selected.

Feature-activation diagrams can be efficiently computed in an incremental fashion using Algorithm 1. This corresponds to the activity labelled addFeatureDecision in Fig. 4. Starting from an arbitrary feature decision, we recursively apply the appropriate activation and deactivation principles from Sect. 3 (Line 7). At each step, we add edges to represent all the newly computed consequences (Lines 13–18). If a feature decision reached in this way is already part of the feature-activation diagram, the edge connects to that feature-decision node (Lines 2–4). Otherwise, we create a new feature-decision node in the feature-activation diagram (Lines 5–11). ‘Or’ nodes are generated only for principles ACTGROUP, DEOR, or DEOR. All consequences generated in this manner are added to the activation diagram (Line 17).

4.2 Analysing feature-activation sub-diagrams to generate CPCOs

Once we have a feature-activation diagram, individual CPCOs can be generated by analysing the set of paths from a specific feature decision (the CPCO’s “root” feature decision). Enumerating all paths explicitly can be prohibitively expensive. However, we can collect a compact encoding of all paths in a single depth-first search of the feature-activation diagram, starting at the root feature decision:

1) All CPCO variants for the same root decision are encoded in one VB rule. The VB rule’s feature model expression captures the different possible repairs; every valid configuration conforms to one possible repair. The structure of the feature-model expression is designed to avoid enumerating the repair options explicitly.

2) All information required for the construction of the VB rule encoding is collected in a single, linear-time depth-first traversal of the feature-activation diagram.

3) We discard unnecessary VB-rule instances by improving the VB-rule feature constraints, aiming to achieve minimality of the CPCO encoded by a VB rule. We discuss each of these steps in more detail below.

Encoding CPCOs as VB rules. Figure 6 shows an example of a VB rule we would generate from a feature-activation diagram. The feature-activation diagram is shown on the left of the figure and is a subset of the diagram in Fig. 5 where, for illustration purposes, we ignore the cross-tree constraints from the original feature model. The VB rule implements the operators for the deactivation of feature F1.

The key idea here is that we encode only the start of a path and the implications at each decision node in the feature-activation diagram rather than encoding every path individually. We encode CPCO variants using the following elements (the Roman numerals super-imposed over the rule in Fig. 6 correspond to the numbers in the following enumeration): (i) we include every feature decision from the activation sub-diagram (the root decision is marked up to check the original activation state of the feature and all other decisions are marked to simply change the state to the desired target state irrespective of the initial state); (ii) we associate each feature decision with a presence condition, a disjunction of VB-rule features associated to paths that lead to the decision; (iii) we add a top-level, optional VB-rule xor-group feature for every or-node in the feature-activation sub-diagram with a child VB-rule feature for every edge leaving the or-node; (iv) we add cross-tree constraints to the VB rule that enforce an implication between each or-alternative and its next or-node in the feature-activation diagram; and (v) we add cross-tree constraints to the VB rule that disallow conflicting feature decisions (e.g., F1+ and F1−) to be selected at the same time (the constraints specify a mutual exclusion between the presence conditions of both feature decisions). Point (iv) about or-implication constraints is particularly important: by only encoding the links between each or-alternative and the next or-node, we avoid having to explicitly enumerate all paths. These are instead induced by

Note that or-alternatives are labelled $O_{\text{nm}}$, where $n$ corresponds to the index identifying the or-node and $m$ is an index uniquely identifying the alternative among the alternatives for or-node $n$.
the transitivity property of the implication operator. While the rule in Fig. 6 does indeed capture all possible variants for this case, it is unnecessarily complicated. For example, the exclusion constraints (v) mean none of the feature activations in the bottom row can ever be used, so they could be removed from the rule. In fact, the only possible configuration of the rule-specific feature model in this case is root ∧ O_{21} ∧ O_{31}. We will return to this insight at the end of the section and describe how we generate more concise VB rules. First, we describe how the information required can be efficiently extracted from a feature-activation diagram. Note that encoding is done after the information has been collected; Fig. 6 shows this as an activity labelled Constraint Encoding.

Collecting CPCO information from feature-activation diagrams. We collect all information required for building the VB-rule encoding in a single sweep of the feature-activation sub-diagram. The key insight is that we can read off presence conditions by tracking the last or-nodes encountered and the branch taken out of those or-nodes, and we can read off the or-implications by tracking the next or-nodes we reach going forward through the feature-activation diagram. This can be done in a depth-first sweep: when we encounter a node we have previously visited, the information about any paths beyond that node is already available and we only need to add information about the new path through which the node can be reached (i.e., an additional presence condition). To be able to take this additive approach and still propagate presence conditions through the graph, we track presence-conditions by proxy (pc(x)) standing in for the actual final presence condition at node x, regardless of whether we have already collected all information required. These proxies can then be resolved after the depth-first sweep.

This corresponds to the activity labelled FASD Analysis in Fig. 4. Algorithm 2 shows the core visit function invoked as part of the depth-first search. Starting from the root feature decision (Line 2), as we descend from a node to its follower nodes, we pass along the currently computed presence condition. As we return back up the graph, we return the last or-node seen; this is later used to construct the VB-rule or-implication constraints.

As discussed, or-implications and presence conditions are initially collected as proxies (Lines 7 and 11, respectively) that require resolution after the traversal of the feature-activation sub-diagram is complete. Resolving proxies requires a traversal of the underlying graph of proxies for each feature-decision node (not shown here). Cycles in the feature-activation diagram lead to cycles in the proxy chain, which are broken by removing any occurrence of a proxy in its own definition.

We, next, use the information thus gathered in the following way: (i) for every entry in globalFollowOrs, we generate an implication orAlternative ⇒ orFeature stating that or-node orFeature must be activated as a result of activating orAlternative, because there is a path from orAlternative to orFeature; and (ii) for every entry in featureDecisions where both a positive and a negative feature decision have been included in the VB rule, we generate a mutual exclusion of the presence conditions of the two feature decisions.

Discarding unnecessary VB-rule instances. The algorithm described will generate VB rules where every instance is a valid CPCO variant. However, the resulting VB rules are unnecessarily large and the VB rule feature model allows an unnecessarily large number of rule instances, many of which are duplicates of other rule instances. We apply three improvements to the generated VB rule to address these problems. These improvements correspond to the activities labelled Or-Overlaps and Or-Cycles in Fig. 4 as well as Dead Feature Removal. The first two of these improvements add additional constraints to the VB rule, while the third improvement makes the VB rule encoding more compact by removing parts of the rule that can never be instantiated. These additional steps can significantly improve the efficiency of the VB rules generated. For example, in WeaFQAs [18], the initial VB rule generated for the deactivation of the Security feature allows more than 98,000 individual operators. After blocking self-activating cycles (see below), this is reduced to 320 rule instances. Removing dead features, removes 295 VB rule features, significantly reducing the rule size. We give only a high-level overview here, the full details are given in the supplementary material (Appendix A).

Constraints for or-overlaps. Consider the excerpt of the feature-activation diagram from Fig. 5 that is shown in Fig. 7. Note how many or-nodes lead to the same feature decisions. For example, O_{61}, O_{31}, O_{01} all lead to (F5^+). This information is
Algorithm 2 Traversing feature-activation sub-diagrams.

1: subdiagramNodes ∈ P(ActivationDiagramNodes) ← ∅
2: Traverse the feature-activation diagram starting from the current root feature decision.
3: rootImplications ← VISIT(root, PC(root))

Require: node: feature-activation-diagram node to visit.
Require: pc: presence condition collected so far (an object).
Ensure: presenceConditions: global map from feature decisions to list of presence-condition objects; initially empty.
Ensure: featureDecisions: global map from features to the feature-decisions encountered; initially empty.
Ensure: globalFollowOrs: global map from feature decisions to the or-nodes following them in the feature-activation diagram; initially empty.
Ensure: Returns the set of or-nodes (or proxies) following node in the feature-activation diagram.
1. if node is feature decision then
   2. if node ∈ subdiagramNodes then
      3. return proxy object representing all or-nodes following the feature decision. This avoids having to explore from node again by reusing information collected in other parts of the traversal.
   4. return PROXYORIMPLIcation(node)
   5. else end if
   6. subdiagramNodes ← subdiagramNodes ∪ {node}
1. function VISIT(node, pc)
   2. if node is feature decision then
      3. Create VB-rule feature model so far, activating or-alternatives in the path of the feature activation diagram encapsulates a sound key idea here is that we are already collecting data about the last or-alternative seen as part of collecting information for presence conditions. This information can be further analysed to identify or-overlaps.
   4. VISIT(node, pc)
1. end function
1. end if
1. end for
1. return

4.3 Properties
We discuss three key properties of the generated CPCO suite. Soundness. Soundness is vitally important for us: Since our goal is to avoid the computation of fixes “online” during the optimization run, applying any generated CPCO to a valid configuration must not introduce constraint violations. In appendix B we provide a detailed and precise soundness argumentation. Here, we give a summary of the main ideas.

During the first step (Algorithm 1), we recursively include fixes for all violations that might arise. In consequence, each path of the feature activation diagram encapsulates a sound set of changes. In the second step (Algorithm 2), we show that each instance of each generated CPCO represents a complete path from the feature-activation diagram. Finally, we show that the additional activities (gray part of Fig. 7) do not

not captured in the VB rule we are currently generating and, as a result, the current VB rule feature model allows multiple configurations that lead to the same generated rule. For example, selecting $O_{01}$ and $O_{02}$ selects the same set of feature decisions as selecting $O_{02}$ and $O_{01}$. In addition to producing such redundant rule instances, we are also generating unnecessarily large repairs for a feature decision. For example, if OR$_0$ is indirectly reached via OR$_2$, then we have already made the decision to activate F6. Activating F5 in addition to F6 does not improve the repair for the deactivation of F7 (which directly triggered OR$_0$), it just makes our operator larger—potentially a lot larger depending on the consequences of activating F5. We avoid such situations by adding explicit constraints that correlate decisions by different or-nodes. Continuing our example above, we would add a constraint $O_{02} \land O_{R0} \rightarrow O_{02}$ to say that we will always choose $O_{02}$ (and thus $F6^+$) if we activate $O_{R0}$ and have already activated $O_{62}$. Generating the additional data needed for constructing these constraints can be done as part of Algorithm 2. The key idea here is that we are already collecting data about the last or-alternative seen as part of collecting information for presence conditions. This information can be further analysed to identify or-overlaps.
threaten soundness, as they only remove potential CPCO instances, but do not add new ones.

**Completeness.** A noteworthy question is whether the generated CPCO suite is complete: starting from a given initial configuration, can an exhaustive search over the entire search space be performed by applying generated CPCOs? While we are optimistic that this is the case for our algorithm, a formal proof is outside the scope of this work. However, in our experimentation, we limit the number of generated instances per CPCO, which in some cases could lead to a loss of completeness: one CPCO instance might undo changes performed by another instance that would be required to reach a certain configuration. In Sect. 6, we will see that our approach still improves over the current state of the art, which does not offer any completeness guarantees either.

**Performance.** We now discuss key performance aspects, referring to appendix C for a more detailed argumentation. In the first step (Algorithm 1), feature-activation diagrams assume that the consequences of a feature decision are independent of the context in which this feature decision was made (i.e., the specific path through which we have reached a feature decision does not affect the relevant consequences). Therefore, a feature decision only occurs in a feature-activation diagram once and its consequences only need to be computed once. Generating a full feature-activation diagram, then, requires the equivalent of one complete traversal of the diagram—in effect, like a depth-first search through the graph. Thus, the complexity is bounded by \( O(F + C + G \cdot A^2 + X \cdot A^2_x) \), where \( F \) is the number of real-optional features, \( C \) the number of cross-tree constraints, \( G \) the number of group features, \( A^2_x \) the average size of feature groups, \( X \) the number of xor-groups, and \( A^2_x \) the average size of xor-groups in the feature model. The computational complexity of constructing feature-activation diagrams is, thus, dominated by the average size of group features, but polynomial overall.

In the second step (Algorithm 2), reading off the information required for a CPCO is, at worst, another full depth-first traversal of the feature-activation diagram. In addition, we have to resolve proxies, which may require an iteration over all features, and we generate two CPCOs for every real-optional feature. This leads to an overall complexity approximately cubic in the number of real-optional features. In the additional activities (gray part of 4), the computationally most expensive step is the dead-feature removal, which relies on SAT solving. However, dead-feature removal does not significantly impact the efficiency of the generated CPCOs and we could remove it—trading space of CPCO representation against speed of CPCO generation.

## 5 Tool support for CPCO-based automated optimal configuration

To support optimal multi-objective product line configuration based on our generated CPCOs, we developed a tool called aCaPulCO. The distinguishing feature of aCaPulCO are its mutation and crossover operators, which are completely based on CPCOs, and guarantee solution validity throughout the search. We use the genetic algorithm IBEA, based on an available implementation from the jMetal framework. In aCaPulCO’s implementation, we reuse code fragments from SATIBEA, specifically parts of its solution encoding, initial solution generation, and selection. We replace SATIBEA’s most significant components—specifically, its mutation and crossover operators—with CPCO-based ones.

**Solution encoding.** Our encoding consists of two variables: The main variable is a bit vector, in which each bit represents the activation status of a particular feature. This variable is based on the available encoding from IBEA. Additionally, we maintain a history of CPCO rules that were previously applied to produce the solution. The history variable enables the use of CPCOs during crossover (explained below).

**CPCO generation.** We generate CPCOs using the algorithm outlined in Sect. 4. As argued there, our generation algorithm is efficient. Still, there is a performance bottleneck further down the pipeline, as the generated CPCOs need to be instantiated (via VB-rule configuration) to derive the encoded CPCO variants. For this task, we rely on a SAT solver, which can rapidly produce individual configurations, but not all configurations. To keep the overall computational load tractable, we made two design choices: we limited the number of generated variants per CPCO to 1, and used a time limit for CPCO generation, set to 10 minutes in our experiment. Both design choices may affect the performance of the resulting CPCO suite. Having more variants per CPCO leads to more alternatives to choose from in each iteration and, therefore, to a trade-off: in well-performing runs, it may improve solution quality, while, across several runs, it may negatively affect robustness. The time limit primarily affects completeness: for any features for which no (de)activation CPCO was generated before the time limit, that CPCO would be missing. However, the (de)activation of these features could still be contained in other features’ CPCOs.

**Mutation and crossover.** To mutate a given solution, we randomly pick one of its real-optional features and apply the corresponding activation or deactivation CPCO variant. We map elements from the CPCO variant to bits from our encoding based on feature names (which we maintain as additional meta-information for the encoding). For crossover, to derive two “children” from two given “parents”, we copy each parent and apply the CPCO variants from the history of the other parent. We only apply those CPCO variants not already included in the child’s history.

**Further components.** To keep our comparative evaluation as fair as possible, we kept the other components close to SATIBEA’s implementation. For initial population generation, we incorporated SATIBEA’s and MODAGAME’s strategies of generating solutions by randomly applying one of multiple SAT solving strategies. We reuse SATIBEA’s method for comparing and evaluating solutions based on the problem-specific objectives, formulated over the quality attributes of the problem instance, plus a heuristic “helper” objective (number of deactivated features). Finally, we use SATIBEA’s binary tournament selection operator.

**Quality assurance.** We extensively tested our implementation on small test models as well as on all models from our evaluation, with up to 14K features. In our test runs, our implementation behaved in line with the soundness guarantee: it never produced an invalid solution.
6 Evaluation

Our evaluation is based on ten standard benchmark feature models. We studied the solution quality and execution time of automated configuration in our tool aCaPulCO, compared to two state-of-the-art approaches and their associated tools. All experiment results and artifacts to replicate the evaluation are available as an online appendix [13].

6.1 Experimental setup

Considered approaches. We compare against two state-of-the-art approaches for multi-objective optimization in SPLs and their associated tools: MODAGAME [8] and SATIBEA [11]. Both implement IBEA, which has been found to be the best-performing genetic algorithm for automated configuration [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Both approaches rely on repair strategies, rather than invalid configurations. To enable a fair comparison, we made the following adaptations:

Quality attributes. Both existing tools consider three fixed quality attributes. MODAGAME uses the floating-point attributes usability, battery consumption and memory footprint. SATIBEA uses the attributes used before (boolean), known defects (float) and cost (float). To compare all tools on a common set of attributes, we decided to use those of MODAGAME, and replace the three of SATIBEA; we modified SATIBEA’s implementation accordingly. We generated the attribute values for each feature in the same ranges as in MODAGAME’s case studies based on a random uniform distribution, using MODAGAME’s random quality attribute generator. This type of distribution is a common practice in prior works for attribute values generation [20].

Algorithm and parameter settings. MODAGAME supports several optimization algorithms. From analyzing the evaluation results reported in [8], we identified IBEA as the algorithm producing the best results for feature models with characteristics comparable to our evaluation models. Hence, we used the IBEA implementation of MODAGAME. SATIBEA and aCaPulCO are also both based on IBEA. We used the default parameters values for all tools (e.g., mutation and cross-over probability for MODAGAME and SATIBEA), reported in the relevant papers [8, 11].

Termination criteria. MODAGAME stops after a given number of evolutions (i.e., generations), while SATIBEA uses a timeout, and aCaPulCO supports both. To ensure a fair comparison, we use the number of evolutions in our experiments. We extended SATIBEA accordingly.

Evaluation corpus. We selected a set of ten feature models (Table 1), varying in size and complexity. These feature models have been described and used in papers published within the software product line community, and they are often used for evaluation purpose [8, 21, 22]. By design, our technique is geared towards feature models with basic cross-tree constraints (“requires” and “excludes”). Hence, we preprocessed the feature models to remove constraints representing more general boolean formulas. We later discuss the implications of this preprocessing. The quality attribute values were the same across the experiments for all tools.

Metrics. We compare aCaPulCO, MODAGAME, and SATIBEA on two quality criteria: solution quality and performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature model</th>
<th>#Features</th>
<th>#Groups</th>
<th>#Core</th>
<th>#CTCs</th>
<th>#Configs</th>
<th>#CPCOs</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wget [21]</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8,192</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.24 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tank war [21]</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>580,608</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.41 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile media [15]</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2,128,896</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>0.35 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WeaFQAs [23]</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2,9324</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>130.61 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Busy Box [22]</td>
<td>854</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>2,1201</td>
<td>1,338</td>
<td>1.48 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMB Toolkit [22]</td>
<td>1179</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.6e118</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>10 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDL eas2468 [22]</td>
<td>1408</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1281</td>
<td>3e136</td>
<td>2,560</td>
<td>20.23 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux Distribution [22]</td>
<td>1580</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>2.85e419</td>
<td>3,148</td>
<td>43.08 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux 2.6 [22]</td>
<td>6353</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>32083.90e1672</td>
<td>3,844</td>
<td>10 min</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automotive [23]</td>
<td>14009</td>
<td>1135</td>
<td>1394</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>4.7e1260</td>
<td>1,600</td>
<td>10 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* upper bound estimation.

Our quality measurement relies on hyper-volume (HV) [23], a standard metric for evaluating multi-objective approaches. Due to its desirable theoretical properties, HV is widely accepted and used as a metrics for evaluating optimization approaches [24], including the papers that introduced the two compared tools [8, 11]. HV measures the volume in the objective space covered by the members of a Pareto front wrt. a given reference point [23]. The reference point can be found by constructing a vector with the best objective function values running the algorithm for a high number of evolutions (e.g., 10000). In our experiments, we rely on the jMetal framework [19] to normalize and calculate HV. Higher values for HV are desirable, because a wider set of non-dominated solutions can be obtained. Our measure of performance is execution time.

A further metric of interest is the percentage of invalid solutions in relation to the overall solution set. Both SATIBEA and MODAGAME can produce invalid solutions. However, while SATIBEA yields invalid solutions as part of its solution set, MODAGAME only provides the valid solutions it found as part of the solution set (for large feature models like Linux and Automotive MODAGAME is unable to report any solutions). For SATIBEA, we report the ratio of produced valid solutions from the overall solution set. For aCaPulCO, we have a check ensuring that indeed no invalid solutions are reported (e.g., due to implementation bugs).

Set-up. For each tool and feature model presented in Table 1, we performed 30 runs, and calculated the means, medians and standard deviations for HV and execution time quality indicators. We use a population of 100 solutions and a termination criterion of 50 generations (5000 evolutions), respectively, for each of our experiments. The experiments were performed on a desktop computer with Intel Core i9-9900K, 3.6 GHz, 32 GB RAM, Windows 10, and Java 13.

For hypothesis testing, we applied the Mann-Whitney U test [25], commonly used with randomized algorithms in software engineering. This allows us to check that the differences between the three tools are statistically significant rather than being due to the inherent stochastic nature of the search process. We apply the test to compare both the HV-values and the runtime of the three algorithms. The null hypothesis is that the values of aCaPulCO are equal to the values of the other tools, while for the alternative hypothesis we used a standard library: the scipy.stats.mannwhitneyu package of SciPy.org, which supports the valuation of one-
sided alternative hypothesis (“greater”, “less”). Therefore, our alternative hypothesis is that the values of aCaPulCO exceed the values of the other tools in case of the HV metric, and that the values of aCaPulCO are lower than the other tools in case of the runtime metric. We report $p$-values, where a value below 0.05 means that the comparison is statistically significant at the 95% confidence level. We also assessed the effect size of our comparisons by using the $A_{12}$ score (calculated using the R package easyst, following Vargha and Delaney’s original interpretation [25]. $A_{12}$ $\approx$ 0.56 = small; $A_{12}$ $\approx$ 0.64 = medium; and $A_{12}$ $\geq$ 0.71 = large.

6.2 Results
Table 2 gives an overview of the results of our experimental evaluation. The table shows the results on HV and time for the full run of 50 evolutions, providing the median values over 30 runs, the standard deviation, as well as $p$-values for the comparison between the tools. Figures 8-10 provide a more detailed analysis of the search process for three exemplary cases—all other cases are similar to at least one of the selected ones. Detailed data for the other cases are available in the online materials [13]. Sub-figures (a) contrast how the different tools converge to solutions over multiple evolutions, while sub-figures (b) contrast the wall-clock execution time required by the tool to compute this number of evolutions. The diagrams show median values calculated over the 30 runs.

Solution quality. As shown by the HV data in Table 2, aCaPulCO generally finds better solutions than MODAGAME and SATIBEA. In the three smallest cases, the median quality of the solutions found is similar to those of MODAGAME. In the larger cases, it appears that aCaPulCO is able to cover a larger part of the objective space than the other tools. The difference in HV becomes greater as the search space of the feature model grows in size, as occurs for WeaFQAs (Fig. 9): 0.38 covered by aCaPulCO against 0.24 covered by MODAGAME and by SATIBEA (45% of difference); and for Linux (Fig. 10): 0.33 covered by aCaPulCO against 0.29 covered by SATIBEA (13% of difference). MODAGAME is unable to find and report any solution for the Linux feature model. In the case of Automotive 2.1, SATIBEA only reports 3% valid solutions and a substantially lower HV than aCaPulCO.

All three tools show small standard deviations between solutions, indicating a high robustness [27]. That is, the variance between the solutions found in different runs is small—an important criterion for practical use where it is not feasible to execute many runs and select the best results.

The observed quality differences are statistically significant, with the exception of the smallest case Wget. The differences between the tools are particularly pronounced in terms of effect sizes. Except for case Wget, every comparison between aCaPulCO and one of the compared tools exhibits a large effect size ($0.86 \leq A_{12} \leq 1.0$, see Appendix B).

To ensure that the observed difference does not come from a conveniently chosen termination criterion, we performed additional experiments in which all tools were executed with 20,000 instead of 5,000 evolutions (see Appendix E). Yet, in these new experiments, the solutions found by MODAGAME and SATIBEA are still outperformed by the solutions found by aCaPulCO. We conclude that aCaPulCO produced improved solutions in terms of quality, even more so for larger feature models.

Convergence speed. Figures 8-10 allow us to compare the convergence behavior of the three tools. We see that aCaPulCO generally converges faster than SATIBEA. The initial advantage can be explained because even at the beginning, all solutions reported by aCaPulCO are valid, giving a greater HV than SATIBEA’s HV with partially invalid solutions. The same applies for MODAGAME, which behaves almost identically to aCaPulCO in the smallest case, MobileMedia. On the two larger cases, the drawbacks of MODAGAME’s strategy become more manifest, as it stagnates close to the initial HV for the case of WeaFQAs, and cannot find any solutions for Linux 2.6.

Our tool aCaPulCO never produces an invalid configuration. As a result, it can start exploring the search space rather than spend time repairing the candidate solutions in its population, as MODAGAME and SATIBEA have to. Similarly, aCaPulCO has good potential for moving out of local optima because its mutation and crossover operators contain self-contained sets of changes that inherently lead to other valid solutions. Overall, we observe improved convergence for aCaPulCO especially for large feature models.

Execution time. aCaPulCO statistically significantly yields the best execution times of all three tools for almost all cases. The only exceptions are Wget and CDL ea2468, where MODAGAME and SATIBEA, respectively, are faster.
TABLE 2: Comparison of hypervolumes (HV) and execution times (in seconds) of the three tools for each feature model. Results show median (MD) and standard deviation (SD) values over 30 runs. Right hand side shows the results of applying the Mann-Whitney U test comparing aCaPulCO with MODAGAME and SATIBEA, for HV and time, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature model</th>
<th>aCaPulCO HV Time</th>
<th>MODAGAME HV Time</th>
<th>SATIBEA HV Time</th>
<th>Invalid Sol.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wget</td>
<td>0.49 7.43e-4</td>
<td>0.23 0.05</td>
<td>0.49 7.64e-4</td>
<td>0.22 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tank war</td>
<td>0.55 1.63e-3</td>
<td>0.24 0.05</td>
<td>0.55 4.95e-3</td>
<td>0.25 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile media</td>
<td>0.47 1.23e-3</td>
<td>0.24 0.05</td>
<td>0.46 2.46e-3</td>
<td>0.26 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WeaFQAs</td>
<td>0.38 1.90e-3</td>
<td>0.29 0.05</td>
<td>0.24 1.61e-2</td>
<td>0.52 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Busy Box</td>
<td>0.37 2.32e-3</td>
<td>0.36 0.07</td>
<td>0.32 3.47e-3</td>
<td>1.14 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMB ToolKit</td>
<td>0.35 2.10e-3</td>
<td>0.61 0.08</td>
<td>0.27 4.52e-3</td>
<td>1.81 0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDL ea2468</td>
<td>0.31 1.03e-3</td>
<td>0.82 0.08</td>
<td>0.17 5.91e-3</td>
<td>4.16 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux Distrib.</td>
<td>0.34 2.33e-3</td>
<td>0.52 0.07</td>
<td>0.31 2.26e-3</td>
<td>2.44 0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux 2.6</td>
<td>0.33 3.73e-3</td>
<td>1.45 0.14</td>
<td>0.29 9.50e-3</td>
<td>1.88 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automotive 2.1</td>
<td>0.30 1.01e-2</td>
<td>19.49 0.89</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|                            | aCaPulCO HV is greater |
|                            | MODAGAME SATIBEA | p-value | MODAGAME SATIBEA | p-value | MODAGAME SATIBEA | p-value |
| Wget                       | 1.00 1.43e-11 | 0.99 2.42e-10 |
| Tank war                   | 0.29 1.44e-11 | 0.77 2.42e-10 |
| Mobile media               | 0.29 1.44e-11 | 0.77 2.42e-10 |
| WeaFQAs                    | 0.29 1.44e-11 | 0.77 2.42e-10 |
| Busy Box                   | 0.29 1.44e-11 | 0.77 2.42e-10 |
| EMB ToolKit                | 0.29 1.44e-11 | 0.77 2.42e-10 |
| CDL ea2468                 | 0.29 1.44e-11 | 0.77 2.42e-10 |
| Linux Distrib.             | 0.29 1.44e-11 | 0.77 2.42e-10 |
| Linux 2.6                  | 0.29 1.44e-11 | 0.77 2.42e-10 |
| Automotive 2.1             | 0.29 1.44e-11 | 0.77 2.42e-10 |

Runs: 30. Population: 100. Generations: 50 (5000 evolutions). Highlighted: the best results for hypervolume (highest value) and execution time (lowest value). If the values are equal, we highlight those with the lowest standard deviation. For p-values, we shaded cells below 0.05, i.e., the alternative hypothesis is true and the comparison is statistically significant at the 95% confidence level.

The difference in time is significant in medium and large search spaces as for WeaFQAs (Fig. 9). 0.29 seconds spent by aCaPulCO against 0.52 seconds spent by MODAGAME (57% of difference), and 0.39 seconds spent by SATIBEA (29% of difference). MODAGAME, in particular, has been highly optimised to be executable in a resource-limited mobile environment [8], and this is clearly visible in the execution-time results for the smaller feature models like Wget, Tank War, and Mobile Media. However for larger feature models, MODAGAME spends most of its execution time fixing invalid solutions. Its repair operator randomly toggles features until a valid configuration is found [8]. Thus, for large-scale feature models like Linux and Automotive the operator is not efficient or even unable to find a valid configuration. The observed effects are strong: in 16 out of 18 comparisons, aCaPulCO outperforms the compared tools with a large effect size (0.89 ≤ A₁₂ ≤ 1.0; see Appendix D).

6.3 Discussion

**Online vs. offline.** A key feature of our approach is that the operator generation is performed “offline”, before the actual search, compared to the existing approaches that compute repair steps during the search. This saves redundant computation both during the search and across multiple search runs. The latter is beneficial especially if the search is to be run repeatedly, for example, in a dynamic reconfiguration context in which the quality attribute values are monitored and change constantly, making it necessary to adapt the configuration to the changed values.

In a static application context where the search is executed only once, the offline step can constitute a substantial part of the total execution time. The total execution time of aCaPulCO can then be worse than that of the compared tools. For example, when interpreting our results under the assumption of such a “one-shot” optimization context, the total execution of SATIBEA (31 seconds max.) is generally shorter than aCaPulCO’s offline step alone, which in three cases took the specified maximum time of 10 minutes (see the generation times in Table 1). However, our approach still produces substantially better solutions. In the largest considered case Automotive 2.1, aCaPulCO clearly outperforms SATIBEA with a HV of 0.30 instead of 0.02, whereas MODAGAME is not even able to produce a solution.

**Expressiveness.** We assume a basic feature model dialect with all FODA [2] concepts, namely: mandatory, optional, “or” and “xor” group features, and basic cross-tree constraints (“requires” and “excludes”). In practice, the usage frequency of types of cross-tree constraints vary significantly between projects. For instance, in Berger et al.’s industry study [28], 80% of the surveyed participants confirmed the existence of constraints in their projects, and 45% state that on average only a minority (less than 25%) of features is affected by constraints. Constraints also may aim at different use cases (e.g., enforcing correctness vs. improving user experience during configuration [29]), which might require different levels of expressiveness.

The most significant constraint type we do not address explicitly are complex constraints based on arbitrary propositional formulas. Such constraints are important, for example, in the automotive and embedded systems domains [22]. This limitation does not apply to our compared tools SATIBEA [11] and MODAGAME [8], whose repair operators are geared to support arbitrary propositional constraints.

Knüppel et al. [22] provide an algorithm for transforming complex constraints into additional features and basic constraints. While this algorithm could render our method applicable to the relevant feature models, it significantly increases the number of features and constraints, creating a scalability challenge. In additional exploratory experiments, we applied our CPCO generation algorithm to versions of our evaluation models created by that algorithm. The CPCO generation scaled up to most considered cases, including the largest considered one Automotive 2.1, but not to Linux 2.6. To support complex constraints in such cases, we propose a hybrid search strategy: use CPCOs for all basic constraints and SATIBEA’s fix operator [11] to repair violations of remaining constraints. Such a technique might yield a “sweet spot” by relying much less on arbitrary repair and its associated drawbacks than the compared tools do, while still using repair for those constraints that cannot be addressed with CPCOs yet. This is especially promising for feature models that predominantly include basic constraints. For example, Knüppel et al. report over 80% of all constraints in...
the automotive domain to be basic [22].

**Feature attributes.** We do not make any assumptions about feature attributes. In our evaluation, we focused on the attribute model supported by the tools we compare against, which does not address feature interactions. Studying the impact of CPCOs on problems with interacting features is an important avenue for future work, since feature interactions lead to different fitness landscapes than orthogonal ones [9]. Since CPCOs lead to improved results in cases with basic attributes, an NP-complete problem [1], we hypothesize that we will see improved results for problems with feature interactions as well. Further extensions not addressed by our approach include clonable features [30], numerical features [31], as well as constraints over quality attributes [32]. We aim to consider these extensions in the future.

### 6.4 Threats to validity

**Internal validity.** A threat to internal validity is our choice of configuration parameters for the different tools. In the experiments, for the considered tools, we used the default parameter values as documented in the associated papers [8], [11]. We believe that this setup ensures a fair comparison, since all approaches are treated in the same way. While a detailed evaluation of the optimization tool configuration is out of the scope of this paper, we plan, as our future work, to study how the tools’ configuration parameters affect the performance of a tool. Since MODAGAME is focused on the performance of a tool. Since MODAGAME is focused on the performance of a tool. Since MODAGAME is focused on the performance of a tool. Since MODAGAME is focused on the performance of a tool. Since MODAGAME is focused on the performance of a tool.

**External validity.** Threats to external validity concern the generalization of the results to other cases and tools. First, the generalization to other cases might be limited by the expressiveness limitations identified and discussed in Sect. 6.3. Second, like various state-of-the-art works [6], [7], [20], we rely on randomly generated attribute values based on a uniform distribution, leaving a study of the impact of different distributions to future work. The closest work in this direction is Siegmund et al.’s [9] performance comparison of a single method on different problem instances (attribute values sampled from a normal distribution vs. a randomized distribution derived from empirical data). Our scenario is different as we compare different methods on the same problem instance, so that the impact of the chosen attribute-value distribution is controlled for. Third, comparing our technique to a wider selection of tools would lead to more comprehensive results. Still, our considered tools are widely used: specifically SATIBEA has inspired follow-up studies fine-tuning aspects of its parameterization [10], [20], [33].

**Construct validity.** Implementation details can largely affect the performance of a tool. Since MODAGAME is focused on reducing execution time to be executed in mobile devices [9], its implementation relies on performance-optimized data structures from the High Performance Primitive Collections (HPPC) instead of the Java built collection library. To address this potential noise variable, we intend to experiment with HPPC in the future as well.

**Conclusion validity.** Conclusion validity relates to the reliability and robustness of our results. We address conclusion validity by executing 30 independent runs of each experiment and applying standard statistical analysis techniques (e.g., Mann-Whitney U test). Moreover, all the code, artifacts, and data used in these experiments are available for replication and further analysis [13].

### 7 Related Work

#### Manual configuration

Configuration of SPLs is a process that has been extensively studied. Some approaches on feature model configurations are based on support for the manual selection of features based on automated recommendations. These suggestions can be based on heuristics exploiting structural characteristics of the feature model (e.g., the most constrained variables first) [34], information from existing configurations [34], [35], [36], or on how features impact non-functional properties [35]. Despite that the initial objective is to speed up the manual selection process, these recommendation systems can often be used to automatically complete the configuration process.

Repair approaches, such as range-fixes [37] and FaMa [38] both take an invalid configuration as input, and generate a list of possible fixes for the configuration. The user selects the preferred fix. Both approaches assume a given faulty configuration, and compute repair actions for it. In contrast, our approach generates an operator suite that preserves validity when applied to any given valid configuration.

To support users in making correct choices during manual configuration, Krieter et al. [39] present a technique for propagating the consequences of feature selection and deselection, based on modal implication graphs (MIGs). Similar to us, this approach tries to guide the configuration process to avoid invalid configurations, rather than fixing them. An important difference is that this technique does not aim to preserve validity. A technical reason why this is challenging is that MIGs represent group constraints in a coarse-grained way: MIGs have an edge type for modeling that two features are dependent “under certain conditions”, which includes group constraints. Consequently, propagation may lead to violations of group constraints that have to be fixed manually by the user, leading to a semi-automated configuration process. In our approach, we explicitly model the different options for dealing with group constraints using OR nodes. This allows full automation addressing all constraints while avoiding repair actions.

#### Automated optimal configuration

Ochoa et al. [4] present a systematic literature review on automated configuration. The seminal approaches in the field relied on constraint-satisfaction problem (CSP) solvers [3], [40] and custom heuristics [41]. Examples of the new predominant search-based paradigm are MODAGAME [5], SATIBEA [11], and ClaferMoo [42]. To deal with validity constraints, these works rely on repair strategies being computed during the search. MODAGAME includes a custom “fix” operator, whereas SATIBEA uses a SAT solver within a “smart” mutation operator whose purpose is to remove violations introduced in previous mutations. Xiang et al. vary SATIBEA by studying the impact of different SAT solving techniques and configurations during repair [20], [33]. We discuss the positioning of our work in this line of research in Sect. 1.

Preserving valid configurations is a desired property in automated optimal configuration. Guo and Shi [10] perform an experimental evaluation of different search strategies
that differ in their handling of invalid solutions. For their experiments, they developed several variants of the SAT-BEA tool. While they did not consider operators that ensure validity of candidate solutions as we do, they find favorable results for strategies that preserve valid solutions.

We assume that the quality attribute values are available. Inferring these values (that is, building a performance model) is a research direction by itself [21], and an accurate performance model can help to significantly improve the performance of a given optimisation framework [13]. As an alternative to building a performance model, it has been proposed [44], [45], to use random sampling to directly infer the supported notion of validity is focused on a certain feature model fragments, that hide some of the features and inferences of feature models [49], multi-views with configuration work flows [50], and one-dimensional approximations [51] have been proposed. In our work, we focus on complete automatic configuration based on non-functional properties, and provide a set of solutions with their trade-offs. This allows stakeholders to make their own choice without requiring stakeholder preferences to be captured and encoded; a difficult and fragile process.

Consistency-preserving model transformation. In a line of research on combining model transformation with search-based software engineering [52], [53], [54], several works deal with validity during generation and analysis of transformation rules. Kosiol et al. [55] support a consistency notion and associated analysis to reason about the validity impact of a particular rule; however, they do not consider rule generation. Kehrer et al. [56] introduced an approach for generating sound and complete set of edit rules for a given metamodel. The supported notion of validity is focused on a certain type of multiplicity constraints (closed multiplicities on both sides of a reference). Burdusel et al. [57], [58] generalized this approach to support arbitrary multiplicity constraints, albeit without a completeness guarantee. They also applied the generated rules to search-based optimization, in the context of their MDEOptimiser tool [54]. For our considered problem, we cannot benefit from these earlier works: Since they are only tailored towards simple metamodels and not towards feature models with their complex configuration spaces, they do not include any means for addressing the combinatorial effects that we tackle with our technique.

8 Conclusions

We have introduced consistency-preserving configuration operators (CPCOs), which capture the changes required for a feature configuration to maintain consistency whenever a feature is activated or deactivated. We have shown that CPCOs are useful for improving the search for optimal configurations of product lines whose features are annotated with additional quality information. CPCOs enable the search to converge significantly faster than standard mutation operators used in state-of-the-art genetic algorithms. While generating CPCOs introduces a certain performance overhead, that overhead becomes less important in scenarios where the optimal configuration changes over time (e.g., because of attribute value changes), in which the generated CPCOs can be reused at no extra cost. Our work also helps address a general lack of cross-tool comparisons in the SPL field. Our evaluation-experiment infrastructure should be useful for other researchers attempting cross-tool comparison of optimization approaches. Providing such a common interface and dataset to allow comparison of SPL optimization tools is a key technical challenge in the community [59].

We envision the following directions of future work: First, we plan to broaden the scope of our experiments, especially to also take into account feature interactions, different distributions of attribute values, and tool parametrizations. Second, we aim to further improve the efficiency of crossover by avoiding rule sequences in which previous configuration decisions in a sequence of rule applications are reverted. This requires that the CPCO sequences are non-conflicting, which can be determined using an existing efficient static analysis [60]. This analysis should also get easier because of the specialised nature of our rules.
Finally, we foresee additional use cases for CPCOs beyond optimisation: CPCOs might facilitate formal analysis of product lines [6] by enabling a more efficient exploration of the variant space that focuses on valid variants. CPCOs can also be used to easily implement configuration editors that ensure any (partial) configuration selected is valid by construction (e.g., for staged configuration [9]). Both use-cases would benefit from the soundness guarantee introduced in the present work. That way, CPCOs pave the way for a variety of new research efforts in product line engineering.
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APPENDIX A
CPCO GENERATION

In this appendix, we provide detailed information about our activities for **discarding unnecessary VB-rule instances** (gray parts of Fig. 4), described on a high level as part of Sect. 4.2. This complements our presentation of the other steps (white parts of Fig. 4), which are presented in detail in Sect. 4.2.

Specifically, we apply the following activities:

1) **Constraints for or-overlaps.** Consider the excerpt of the feature-activation diagram from Fig. 7 that’s shown in Fig. 7. Note how many or-nodes have paths that lead to the same feature decisions. For example, O₆₁, O₇₁, O₀₁ all lead to (F₅₊). This information isn’t captured in the VB-rule we are currently generating and, as a result, the current VB-rule feature model allows multiple configurations that lead to the same generated rule. For example, selecting O₆₁ and O₇₂ selects the same set of feature decisions as selecting O₀₁ and O₀₁. In addition to producing such redundant rule instances, we are also generating unnecessarily large repairs for a feature decision. For example, if OR₀ is reached via O₇₂, then we have already made the decision to activate F₆. Also activating F₅ does not improve the repair for the deactivation of F₇ (which ultimately triggered OR₀), it just makes our operator larger—potentially a lot larger depending on the consequences of activating F₅. We avoid such situations by adding explicit constraints that correlate decisions by different or-nodes. Specifically, for each direct follow-node of any or-alternative that can also be reached on another path, we generate a condition that ties the decisions on both paths together. In our example, we would, for example, generate a condition O₆₁ \( \land \) O₀ \( \Rightarrow \) O₀₁ stating that if we have selected O₆₁ and we have to make a decision about O₀, we will always choose O₀₁.

2) **Blocking of self-activating cycles.** Figure 7 also demonstrates another problem: self-activating cycles. In generating the VB-rule feature model, we have been able to avoid having to enumerate all repair paths by only encoding direct implications between or-alternatives and the directly following or-nodes and relying on the transitive nature of the logical implication to correctly reconstruct the paths on rule instantiation. However, this construction allows some superfluous rule instances to be constructed, too, namely, where there are cycles in the or-implications. For example, O₂₂ requires a decision to be made about OR₆ and, in turn, O₆₂ requires a decision about OR₂. With the VB-rule feature model so far, activating or-alternatives in a cycle is always possible, even without a path from the root decision. This produces unnecessary repairs, making the operator unnecessarily complex. Because there are many cycles in a feature-activation diagram, and every cycle can be activated freely, we end up producing an unnecessarily large number of rule instances. This can be fixed if we can add constraints to ensure cycles can only be activated if there is a path from the root decision into the cycle.

Collecting all cycles in a directed graph is computationally complex \( \mathcal{O}_2 \). However, we do not actually need to collect all nodes of all cycles. It is sufficient for us to identify one link in each cycle to be broken unless a path into the cycle is also active. It is enough for the entering path to lead into the cycle from outside, we do not have to check whether it starts at the root decision; this will be taken care of by the transitive nature of the constraint we are adding.

Algorithm 3 (and Algorithm 4) shows how we can use a variation of the standard depth-first approach to cycle breaking (searching for back-edges) in directed graphs to collect the information we require. After running the algorithm over the graph of or-implications (we remove the specific feature-decisions for this analysis to improve the efficiency of the depth-first search), we generate a constraint for each breaking or-alternative requiring that a cycle-entering path must also be active.

To understand how the algorithm works, let us consider the example or-implication graph in Fig. 11. It contains 4 cycles (labelled I to IV), none of which contains the ‘root’ feature of the VB rule. VB-rule features in each cycle should only be allowed to be activated if one of the features connecting the cycle to the root feature has been activated. For example, the two features in Cycle I should only be activated if OA₃ has also been activated. Similarly, Cycle II should only be activated if OA₅, O₃, or OA₃ have been activated. The Arabic numerals in Fig. 11 show one possible sequence in which the nodes in the or-implication graph might be visited by a depth-first search. Visits 1 to 8 are fairly straightforward and do not trigger any special conditions. As OR₄ is visited in Step 9, \( \text{stack} = (\text{OR}_1, \text{OR}_4, \text{OR}_3) \) and \( \text{comingFrom} = OA₆ \). This triggers the condition in Line 5 of Algorithm 3. We note the fact that we have found a cycle and will break it at feature OR₄ by adding an entry to the global cycleEntries map. This entry states that OR₄ should be activated.
Algorithm 4 Computing the effective set of cycle entries. For compactness, we use \( += \) and \(-=\), respectively, to add and remove elements to/from sets and maps. Individual mappings in a map are represented using the standard \( \mapsto \) operator.

Require: feature: the VB-rule feature being visited.
Ensure: stack tracks or-features on the path from root that we are currently on.
Ensure: visited globally tracks visited VB-rule features.

1: function RECURSIVELY COMPUTECYCLE(feature, stack, visited, comingFrom)
2: if feature \( \in \) visited then
3: if feature is ‘root’ or feature is or-alternative then
4: return \( \emptyset \)
5: else
6: if feature \( \in \) stack then
7: \( \triangleright \) feature is an or-feature
8: \( \triangleright \) We’ve found a cycle
9: preAlternatives \( \mapsto \) a map from or-features to all the or-alternatives that imply them in the VB-rule (the inversion of the edges in the or-implication graph).
10: cycleEntries \( \mapsto \) feature \( \mapsto \)
11: return \( (\text{add} : \text{preAlternatives}[\text{feature}], \text{del} : \text{comingFrom}) \)
12: end if
13: end if
14: visited \( \mapsto \) feature
15: if feature is or-alternative then
16: \( \triangleright \) Remove feature from cycle entries for any or-feature on stack
17: \( \triangleright \) for which we have already recorded a cycle.
18: for each \( \text{or} \in \text{stack} \mid \text{or} \rightarrow X \in \text{cycleEntries} \) do
19: cycleEntries \( \mapsto \) \( \text{or} \rightarrow (\text{add} : \emptyset, \text{del} : \text{feature}) \)
20: end for
21: else if feature is or-feature then
22: stack \( \mapsto \) feature
23: end if
24: \( \triangleright \) Step down
25: result \( \leftarrow \) feature.edges.FLATMAP[
26: RECURSIVELY COMPUTECYCLE(stack, visited, feature)]
27: if feature is or-alternative then
28: stack \( \mapsto \) feature
29: \( \triangleright \) Update incoming edges
30: if feature \( \rightarrow X \in \text{cycleEntries} \) then
31: \( \triangleright \) cycleEntries contains at least one mapping for feature, which means we have encountered a cycle containing and to be broken by feature.
32: \( \triangleright \) Ensure we add incoming edges only for features we have visited except for feature.
33: result \( \leftarrow \) result \( \setminus \langle \text{feature} \rangle \)
34: \( \triangleright \) Also mark cycle completed
35: for each \( f \in \text{result} \) do
36: cycleEntries \( \mapsto \) \( f \rightarrow X \)
37: end for
38: cycleEntries \( \mapsto \) \( f \rightarrow \{\text{add} : \emptyset, \text{del} : \text{comingFrom}\} \)
39: end for
40: else
41: \( \triangleright \) feature isn’t involved in any cycles as an “endpoint”, so all entries, except the one we came in on, need to be added as potential entry points for any cycle we have found during descent.
42: At this point result cannot contain feature, so there is no need to remove it.
43: for each \( f \in \text{result} \) do
44: cycleEntries \( \mapsto \) \( f \rightarrow \{\text{add} : \text{preAlternatives}[\text{feature}], \text{del} : \text{comingFrom}\} \)
45: end for
46: end if
47: end for
48: \( \triangleright \) feature isn’t involved in any cycles as an “endpoint”, so all entries, except the one we came in on, need to be added as potential entry points for any cycle we have found during descent.
49: Result
50: return result
51: end function

![Diagram](image-url) Fig. 11: Example or-implication graph with 4 cycles

when any of the or-alternatives pointing at it (to this end, preAlternatives is the inversion of the edges in the or-implication graph) except for \( OA_6 \), which we know to be part of the cycle because that was the way we reached the current node. In terms of the classic depth-first search algorithm for breaking cycles, we will eventually break the edge between \( OA_6 \) and \( OR_4 \) by making the activation of the or-node dependent on a path from ‘root’ being active, too. Note that we have to keep activating and deactivated entry points separate to handle overlapping cycles. When we calculate the final set of cycle entry points using EFFECTIVESET (Line 5), we will only consider nodes that are in the add set but not in the accumulated delete set.

An example of the need for this can be seen as the algorithm progresses. First, we backtrack to \( OR_3 \), where we find another alternative to explore. This eventually leads us to a similar place when we visit \( OR_3 \) again in Step 13. Here, \( stack = (OR_1, OR_4, OR_3, OR_2) \) and \( comingFrom = OA_4 \). We record the new cycle by adding an entry to cycleEntries for \( OR_3 \) allowing activation when \( OA_9 \) or \( OA_6 \), but not \( OA_4 \), have been activated. Next we backtrack to \( OR_2 \), where we explore the second alternative (Steps 14 and 15) and find a nested cycle. When we visit \( OR_2 \) again in Step 15, \( stack = (OR_1, OR_4, OR_3, OR_2) \) and \( comingFrom = OA_5 \). We record the new cycle by adding an entry to cycleEntries for \( OR_2 \) allowing activation when \( OA_7 \) or \( OA_6 \), but not \( OA_5 \), have been activated. We backtrack to the beginning of Cycle I and enter the code on Lines 24–38. This code is needed because cycles may have entry points at any node along the way (it is enough to track entries into or-nodes as every or-alternative will have to have a
We provide three theorems corresponding to activities shown work [12]. Our definition is simplified, as it precisely matches (gray parts of the figure, including Algorithms 3 and 4 from Theorem 2 addresses Algorithm 2, and Theorem 3 deals with our chosen representation of CPCOs. Compared to previous work [12], our definition is simplified, as it precisely matches the structure of rules that we generate as part of our approach. Where necessary, we refer back to previous definitions from the main paper body.

Definition 3 (Rules and VB rules). A rule \( r = (N_r, a_r) \) consists of a set of nodes \( N_r \) and a function \( a_r : N_r \rightarrow \text{String,Option}(\mathbb{B}, \mathbb{B}) \) that maps each node from \( N_r \) to an attribute value change \( a = (name_a, old_a, new_a) \). The attribute name \( name_a \) and the new value \( new_a \) must be non-null, whereas the old value \( old_a \) may be null.

A variability-based rule (VB rule) \( \tilde{r} = (\tilde{r}_f, F_{\tilde{r}}, pc_{\tilde{r}}) \) consists of a rule \( r_f \), a feature model \( F_{\tilde{r}} \) (Def. \[1\]), and a function \( pc_{\tilde{r}} : N_r \rightarrow \text{Bool}(F_{\tilde{r}}) \) that maps each node in \( N_r \) to a propositional formula over features from \( F_{\tilde{r}} \).

A configuration \( c \) of \( F_{\tilde{r}} \) induces a rule \( r, \) called flattened rule, that is obtained by replacing in all presence conditions the feature names with the values from \( c \) and removing nodes whose presence condition evaluates to false.

The set \( \text{Flat}(\tilde{r}) \) is the set of all flattened rules that can be obtained by possible configurations of a VB rule \( \tilde{r} \).

For example, Fig. \[2\] shows two rules, both with three nodes, each of which contain one attribute value change. In both rules, a node labeled Screen3 specifies the value of the attribute active to be changed from true to false, whereas the other nodes just specify a new value. Together, both rules form the set \( \text{Flat}(\tilde{r}) \) for the rule shown in Fig. \[2\], which shows the feature model and the PCs (in gray, dashed boxes) as part of the figure.

To reason about the semantics of changes expressed as VB rules, we now define the notion of toggle graph. Recall the term feature decision, which refers to one individual decision to either activate or deactivate a specific feature. Toggle graphs capture our intuition of paths—a set of feature decisions that, if executed in concert, preserve validity.

Definition 4 (Toggle graph). Let a feature activation diagram \( G_d = (V_d, E_d) \) (Def. \[2\]) and a feature decision \( f \) for a feature \( f \in F \) be given. A toggle graph for \( f \), written \( G_{f_t} = (V_{f_t}, E_{f_t}) \), is a subgraph of \( G_d \) with the following properties:

1) The edge set \( E_{f_t} \) is a subset of \( E_d \) where

2) For each edge \( e \in E_{f_t} \), the following applies: if the target node of \( e \), written \( \text{trg}(e) \), is a feature decision, \( E_{f_t} \) contains all outgoing edges of \( \text{trg}(e) \); else, \( \text{trg}(e) \) is an or-node and \( E_{f_t} \) contains exactly one outgoing edge of \( \text{trg}(e) \).

The vertex set \( V_{f_t} \) is the union of the source and target nodes of the edges in \( E_{f_t} \).

A toggle graph is valid if it contains at most one feature decision for every feature \( f \in F \). A toggle graph is applied to a configuration \( c \) by applying all of its feature decisions to \( c \).

In general, there are multiple toggle graphs for a particular feature decision, since there are multiple ways to choose the outgoing edge for or-nodes. For example, consider the feature activation diagram in Fig. \[5\] and the explanations of the green and orange paths (a.k.a. toggle graphs) in the text.

The following theorem shows the soundness of Algorithm 1, by ensuring that the toggle graphs that can be derived from the generated feature activation diagrams indeed represent sets of changes that together preserve validity.

APPENDIX B

SOUNDNESS ARGUMENTATION

In this appendix, we provide a detailed and precise argumentation for the soundness of our CPCO generation algorithm. We provide three theorems corresponding to activities shown in the overview in Fig. \[2\] and explained in Sect. \[2\] and the previous appendix: Theorem 1 focuses on Algorithm 1, Theorem 2 addresses Algorithm 2, and Theorem 3 deals with our measures for removing unnecessary CPCO instances (gray parts of the figure, including Algorithms 3 and 4 from the previous appendix).

We first provide a definition of variability-based rules, our chosen representation of CPCOs. Compared to previous work [12], our definition is simplified, as it precisely matches
Theorem 1 (Soundness of Algorithm 1). Let the following be given: a feature model $\mathcal{F}$, a configuration $c \in cfg(\mathcal{F})$, and the feature activation diagram $G_d$ generated by Algorithm 1. Applying a valid toggle graph $G_{f_i}$ of $G_d$ to $c$ leads to a valid configuration $c' \in cfg(\mathcal{F})$.

Proof sketch: Applying a toggle graph $G_{f_i}$ to $c$ as per Def.4 yields another configuration. Let us call this configuration $c'$. The validity of $c'$ follows from the application of principles during the generation of the feature activation diagram (line 7 in Algorithm 1) and from the definition of toggle graph (Def.3), which encodes the idea of recursively including consequences of feature decisions. In more detail:

For all feature model constraints, we show that they are still fulfilled after the activation and deactivation of particular features. Let $f$ be a feature that is activated by $G_{f_i}$.

CMAND, CPAR, CREQ: These constraints require a particular feature to be activated if $f$ is activated, i.e., all mandatory children, parent features, and required features of $f$. They are addressed by the principles ACTMAND, ACTPAR and ACTREQ: the feature activation diagram contains an activation vertex for all such features. From Def.4, we know that if the activation of $f$ is included, these activation vertices are included as well, ensuring that the constraints are satisfied.

COR, CXOR: These constraints require one sub-feature to be activated if a group feature $f$ is activated. For each activation of a “or” and “xor” group, the feature activation diagram contains an “or” node, via application of ACTGROUP. Per definition, the toggle graph contains an outgoing edge for the “or” node, and contains the target feature decision of that edge. That leads to the activation of a feature $g$ in the graph, and hence, to the satisfaction of COR in $c'$. For CXOR, we need to ensure that $g$ is the only feature activated in this group. This is the case because applying ACTXOR ensures that all sibling features of $g$ will be deactivated. By definition, the relevant decision is also contained in the toggle graph.

CEXCL: This constraint requires certain features to be deactivated if $f$ is activated, which is ensured via ACTEXCL, also included into the toggle graph.

CROOT: This constraint requires that the root is always activated. In $c'$, this is the case because only real-optional features are deactivated or activated via principle applications.

For the deactivation of a feature $f$, the argumentation for the constraints is completely dual. □

The following theorem and corollary show the soundness of Algorithm 2, by ensuring that the information represented in a generated CPCO is a set of changes that together preserve validity (a.k.a. a toggle graph).

Theorem 2 (CPCO variants represent valid toggle graphs). Let the following be given: a feature model $\mathcal{F}$, the feature activation diagram $G_d = (V_d, E_d)$ generated by Algorithm 1, a feature decision $f_i$, and the CPCO $c_{f_i}$ generated for $f_i$ using the basic CPCO generation algorithm (white parts of Fig.4, including Algorithm 2). For every CPCO variant $r \in Flat(c_{f_i})$, there exists a valid toggle graph $G_{f_i} \subseteq G_d$ with the same feature decisions as $r$.

Proof sketch: We argue over the structure of the generated CPCOs, which are generated in the form of VB rules (Def.3) based on the information collected in Algorithm 2 (see the one shown in Fig.4). Recall the following components: (i) Each rule node generated corresponds to a feature decision $f_i \in V_d$. For simplicity, we refer to a rule node and the corresponding feature decision as the same entity (for full accuracy, one could define a mapping function). (ii) Each rule node $f_i$ is annotated with presence conditions, written $pc(f_i)$, that arises from a disjunction over rule feature names—specifically, the root feature and or-group alternatives—which represent different other nodes from which this node can be reached. The rule feature model consists of: (iii) a root feature with several or-group children, each of which with multiple alternatives representing choices of switching one out of several features on; (iv) implications that represent the transition from one node to another, and (v) additional constraints enforcing that there cannot be an activation and deactivation node for the same feature.

A CPCO rule variant $r$ is one rule obtained by configuring a VB rule $\hat{r}$. Given a particular CPCO rule variant $r$, we have to show the existence of a toggle graph with the same feature decision nodes as $r$. As a candidate for this toggle graph, we define a graph $G_{f_i} = (V_{f_i}, E_{f_i})$ as follows:

$$V_{f_i} = N_r \cup orSucc$$

$$E_{f_i} = \{ e \in E_d \mid src(e), trg(e) \in V_{f_i} \}$$

\begin{align*}
orSucc &= \{ o \in V_d \mid o \text{ is an or-node}, \\
\exists(e,n) \in (E_d, N_r) &\text{ s.t. } src(e) = n, trg(n) = o \}
\end{align*}

That is, the vertex set $V_{f_i}$ is the union of the set $N_r$ of feature decisions from $r$ and the set $orSucc$ of or-nodes from $G_d$ succeed any of these feature decisions. The edge set $E_{f_i}$ consists of all edges from $G_d$ that connect two of $V_{f_i}$’s elements.

We need to show that $G_{f_i}$ is a valid toggle graph, as per Def.4. To this end, we argue over the structure of the generated rules.

Def.4 condition 1: To show that all outgoing edges of the feature decision $f_i$ are in $G_{f_i}$, we first show that $f_i$ itself is in $G_{f_i}$. That is the case because, due to component (ii), the presence condition $pc(f_i)$ is a disjunction that, as one clause, includes the feature root. Per component (iii), the feature root is mandatory, rendering $pc(f_i)$ true in all configurations. Consequently, $f_i$ is contained in any of the rules in $Flat(c_{f_i})$, including $r$.

We need to show that all direct successors of $f_i$—i.e., all nodes reachable via an outgoing edge from $f_i$—are included in $V_{f_i}$. Consider one such node $g \in \{ n \in N_d \mid \exists e \in E_d \text{ s.t. } src(e) = f_i, trg(e) = n \}$. If $g$ is a feature decision, consider that the VB rule $\hat{r}$ includes all nodes reached in the traversal of Algorithm 2 (recursive call in line 12), including $g$. Moreover, $g$ has a presence condition, which arises from a disjunction that includes $f_i$’s presence condition (line 5), including the root feature. Recall that root is always active, and hence, $g$ is always included in $V_{f_i}$. If $g$ is an or-node, $g \in G_{f_i}$ holds via the definition of $V_{f_i}$. Finally, via the definition of $E_{f_i}$, all edges connecting $f_i$ to one of its successors are included in $E_{f_i}$, leading to condition 1 being fulfilled.

Def.4 condition 2: For a given edge $e \in E_{f_i}$, we consider the target node $g := trg(e)$. Via $E_{f_i}$’s definition, $g$ is in $V_{f_i}$.

If $g$ is a decision node, we need to show that all outgoing edges of $g$ are contained in $E_{f_i}$. Let us consider any such
Theorem 3 (Valid simplification). Let the following be given: a feature decision $f_i$, the CPCO $c_f$ generated by the basic CPCO generation algorithm (white parts of Fig. 3), and the CPCO $c'_f$ generated by the full algorithm (full Fig. 4). The set of CPCO variants $Flat(c'_f)$ is a subset of $Flat(c_f)$.

Proof sketch: We consider the three activities that extend the basic generation algorithm:

1. Or-overlaps & 2. Or-cycles. These two activities alter the generated CPCO exclusively by extending the generated feature model constraints, i.e., conjoining them with additional terms. In consequence, the altered constraints are stricter than the original ones. Both activities do not alter the presence conditions in the generated CPCOs.

Making the constraints in a feature model stricter can lead to some configurations being discarded, but it cannot lead to new configurations. Hence, the following holds for the sets of configurations: $\text{configs}(c'_f) \subseteq \text{configs}(c_f)$, where $c'_f$ indicates the altered CPCO and $c_f$ the original one.

CPCO variants are obtained by configuring a given CPCO. Since each configuration of $c_f$ is a configuration of $c'_f$, and $c'_f$ and $c_f$ are identical except for their feature model constraints, each CPCO variant of $c'_f$ is one of $c_f$, as well.

3. Dead feature removal. This activity alters the generated feature sets, constraints and presence conditions in such way that dead features are not included (effectively, replacing them with the value `false`). Dead features necessarily take on the value `false`, rendering the resulting constraints and presence conditions equivalent to the original ones. Therefore, the set of CPCO variants that can be generated remains identical. For determining the set of dead features, we rely on standard dead feature analysis [16] via SAT solving, which is known to be sound.

Corollary 2 (Soundness of CPCO generation algorithm). Let a CPCO variant $r$ from a CPCO generated by the full CPCO generation algorithm be given. Applying $r$ to a valid configuration yields a valid configuration again.

Proof sketch: Follows directly from Theorems 3 and Corollary 1.

Appendix C

Algorithmic Complexity

A high-level summary of the computational complexity has already been given in the main body of the paper (Sect. 4.3). This appendix provides more detail on the computational complexity of our algorithm. We start with an analysis of the computational complexity of the construction of a feature-activation diagram (FAD) in Sect. C.1. Constructing CPCOs is based on a traversal of a sub-diagram of the FAD for each real-optional feature, and we analyse the implications of this in Sect. C.2.

C.1 FAD construction

The feature-activation diagram is constructed incrementally, by adding feature decisions and their consequences into an existing feature-activation diagram. Where a feature decision already exists in the diagram, no new node is added. Instead, the existing node is reused and its consequences are not explored again. As a result, constructing a complete feature-activation diagram is equivalent in complexity to performing
a full depth-first search (DFS) over the final feature-activation diagram.

The computational complexity of DFS is $O(N + E)$ where $N$ is the number of nodes in the graph and $E$ is the number of edges in the graph. Therefore, we can determine the computational complexity of constructing a feature-activation diagram by asking, for a given feature model, how many nodes and edges does the full feature-activation diagram have? We can determine this by analysing the (de)activation principles from Sect. 3 and determining how many nodes and edges each adds to the feature-activation diagram.

Feature-activation diagrams contain two types of nodes: feature-decision nodes and or-nodes. For a feature model with $F$ real-optional features, the full feature-activation diagram will contain $2F$ feature-decision nodes (for each feature an activation and a deactivation decision). Or-nodes are added by some activation principles, as are all the edges in the feature-activation diagram. Table 3 shows the contribution of each (de)activation principle. It assumes the computational complexity of DFS is

$$O (F \cdot (F + C + G \cdot A_g^2 + X \cdot A_x^2))$$

One aspect that is not considered in the above complexity analysis is dead feature removal. This step applies a SAT solver on the full constraint generated to represent the VB-rule feature model. This is used once for each feature in the VB-rule feature model (of which there are $O(G + G \cdot A_g)$). SAT is NP-complete, so even though modern SAT solvers are very efficient, in principle the dead-feature removal step can be very costly. It is worth noting that it is not an essential step, however: our CPCOs would work equally effectively if we did not make their representation more compact through the dead-feature removal step.

### APPENDIX D

#### Effect sizes

This appendix provides supplementary information for our discussion of results (Section 6.2). Table 4 shows the observed effect sizes of our evaluation comparison by using the $A_{12}$ score (calculated using the R package effsize), following Vargha and Delaney’s original interpretation [26].

### APPENDIX E

#### Additional experiments

This appendix provides further supplementary information for our discussion of results (Section 6.2), specifically, the results of additional experiments with modified termination criteria (20,000 instead of 5,000 evolutions). Table 5 gives an overview of the results for all feature models. Figures 12, 13 and 14 illustrate the results for the three representative feature models also chosen for illustration in Section 6.2. Please note that the hypervolume scores shown here cannot be directly compared to those with 5,000 evolutions, because they were computed based on different reference Pareto fronts (see description in Sect. 6.1).

### C.2 Creation of CPCOs

CPCOs are created by depth-first search over the feature-activation sub-diagram starting at the root feature decision for the CPCO. We construct $2F$ such CPCOs and, worst case, need to do a complete traversal of the feature-activation diagram for each one. After the traversal, we also need to resolve proxies for presence conditions and follow-ors. In the worst case, this requires touching the presence conditions of all feature decisions in the CPCO ($2F$ worst case).

Thus, the computational complexity of constructing one CPCO is

$$O (F \cdot (F + C + G \cdot A_g^2 + X \cdot A_x^2))$$
Over-approximation: only mandatory children are activated, but there cannot be more than \( F \) of those.

Over-approximation: not every feature is a parent, but there cannot be more than \( F \) of those.

Over-approximation: we only add an edge for real-optional targets.

One or-node for each group with one edge into the or-node and one edge from the or-node to the feature decision for each feature in the group.

There are \( X \cdot A_x \) features that are in an xor-group and each one of these needs an edge to each of it’s neighbours—\( A_x \) edges on average.

Over-approximation: we only add an edge for real-optional targets.

All features are child features of at most one parent feature, so at most one edge is added for them.

Both principles do the same thing for or-groups and xor-groups, respectively. In total, they do this for all \( G \) groups. Add one or-node per feature in a group with 1 edge coming into the or-node, 1 edge from the or-node to the parent feature, and \( A_g \) edges to all the sibling features.

Every feature has at most one parent so adds at most one edge as a result of this principle.

Over-approximation: we only add an edge for real-optional targets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of or-nodes added</th>
<th>Number of edges added</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACTMAND ( F )</td>
<td></td>
<td>Over-approximation: only mandatory children are activated, but there cannot be more than ( F ) of those.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTPAR ( F )</td>
<td></td>
<td>Over-approximation: not every feature is a parent, but there cannot be more than ( F ) of those.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTGROUP ( R )</td>
<td>( G ) ((1 + A_g))</td>
<td>One or-node for each group with one edge into the or-node and one edge from the or-node to the feature decision for each feature in the group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTXOR ( (X \cdot A_x) \cdot A_x )</td>
<td></td>
<td>There are ( X \cdot A_x ) features that are in an xor-group and each one of these needs an edge to each of it’s neighbours—( A_x ) edges on average.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTEXC ( Ex )</td>
<td></td>
<td>Over-approximation: we only add an edge for real-optional targets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECHILD ( F )</td>
<td></td>
<td>All features are child features of at most one parent feature, so at most one edge is added for them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEXOR / DEOR ( G \cdot A_g )</td>
<td>( G \cdot A_g ) ((2 + A_g))</td>
<td>Both principles do the same thing for or-groups and xor-groups, respectively. In total, they do this for all ( G ) groups. Add one or-node per feature in a group with 1 edge coming into the or-node, 1 edge from the or-node to the parent feature, and ( A_g ) edges to all the sibling features.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEPARENT ( F )</td>
<td></td>
<td>Every feature has at most one parent so adds at most one edge as a result of this principle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEREQ ( R )</td>
<td></td>
<td>Over-approximation: we only add an edge for real-optional targets.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: Contribution of (de)activation principles to the size of the feature-activation diagram.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature model</th>
<th>Result Quality (HV)</th>
<th>Execution time (sec.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aCaPulCO vs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>figcaption{}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATIBEA MODAGAME</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aCaPulCO vs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>figcaption{}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATIBEA MODAGAME</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aCaPulCO vs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>figcaption{}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATIBEA MODAGAME</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aCaPulCO vs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>figcaption{}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATIBEA MODAGAME</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wget</td>
<td>1 0.504</td>
<td>0.968 0.068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tank war</td>
<td>1 0.957</td>
<td>0.968 0.893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile media</td>
<td>1 0.869</td>
<td>0.968 0.948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WifFiQAs</td>
<td>1 1</td>
<td>0.968 0.968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Busy Box</td>
<td>1 1</td>
<td>0.968 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMB ToolKit</td>
<td>1 1</td>
<td>0.968 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDDL ea2468</td>
<td>1 1</td>
<td>0.322 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux Distrib.</td>
<td>1 1</td>
<td>0.968 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux 2.6</td>
<td>1 1</td>
<td>0.968 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automotive 2.1</td>
<td>1 1</td>
<td>1 -</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( A_{12} \approx 0.56 = \text{small}; A_{12} \approx 0.64 = \text{medium}; \) and \( A_{12} \gtrsim 0.71 = \text{large}. \)

---

**Fig. 12**: Additional experiments: results for Mobile Media.

**Fig. 13**: Additional experiments: results for WeaFQAs.

**Fig. 14**: Additional experiments: results for Linux 2.6.

TABLE 5: Additional experiments with termination criteria of 20,000 evolutions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature model</th>
<th>aCaPulCO HV</th>
<th>aCaPulCO Time</th>
<th>MODAGAME HV</th>
<th>MODAGAME Time</th>
<th>SATIBEA HV</th>
<th>SATIBEA Time</th>
<th>Invalid Sols.</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>aCaPulCO HV is greater MODAGAME SATIBEA</th>
<th>aCaPulCO time is faster MODAGAME SATIBEA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wget</td>
<td>0.44 3.52e-4 0.92 0.08</td>
<td>0.44 2.38e-4 0.88 0.06</td>
<td>0.42 5.83e-3 1.32 0.07 2%</td>
<td>0.98 1.10e-11</td>
<td>0.99 1.13e-10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tank war</td>
<td>0.46 9.04e-4 0.94 0.08</td>
<td>0.46 1.06e-3 1.01 0.06</td>
<td>0.41 0.01 1.38 0.07 2%</td>
<td>0.01 1.44e-11</td>
<td>2.66e-10 2.37e-11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile media</td>
<td>0.45 2.40e-3 0.96 0.07</td>
<td>0.48 5.56e-4 1.06 0.06</td>
<td>0.42 0.02 1.50 0.09 15%</td>
<td>0.03 0.99</td>
<td>2.42e-10 1.44e-11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WeaQAs</td>
<td>0.40 2.02e-3 1.15 0.08</td>
<td>0.25 0.01 2.06 0.07</td>
<td>0.29 0.02 1.65 0.07 31%</td>
<td>1.44e-11 1.44e-11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Busy Box</td>
<td>0.42 2.10e-3 1.31 0.10</td>
<td>0.34 2.01e-3 4.70 0.18</td>
<td>0.35 4.31e-3 2.25 0.09 24%</td>
<td>1.44e-11 1.44e-11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMB ToolKit</td>
<td>0.37 2.19e-3 2.30 0.11</td>
<td>0.29 2.29e-3 7.85 0.23</td>
<td>0.32 4.46e-3 3.87 0.11 62%</td>
<td>1.44e-11 1.44e-11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDL ea2468</td>
<td>0.36 1.38e-3 3.17 0.13</td>
<td>0.17 4.87e-3 14.72 0.26</td>
<td>0.30 6.91e-3 3.42 0.10 75%</td>
<td>1.44e-11 1.44e-11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux Distrib.</td>
<td>0.34 2.33e-3 0.52 0.07</td>
<td>0.31 2.26e-3 2.44 0.08</td>
<td>0.30 1.17e-2 0.65 0.07 37%</td>
<td>1.44e-11 1.44e-11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux 2.6</td>
<td>0.36 9.06e-4 5.66 0.18</td>
<td>- - -</td>
<td>- 3.34e-3 9.95 0.24 89%</td>
<td>- 1.44e-11 - 1.44e-11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automotive 2.1</td>
<td>0.34 4.20e-3 7.46 2.30</td>
<td>- - -</td>
<td>- 5.17e-3 151.73 5.71 98%</td>
<td>- 1.44e-11 - 1.44e-11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>